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Abstract
We discuss how classical straightedge and compass constructions can be ported to manifold surfaces under the geodesic metric.
After defining the equivalent tools in the manifold domain, we analyze the most common constructions and show what happens
when trying to port them to surfaces. Most such constructions fail, because the geometric properties on which they rely no longer
hold under the geodesic metric. We devise some alternative constructions that guarantee at least some of the properties of their
Euclidean counterpart; while we show that it is usually impossible to guarantee all properties together. Some constructions
remain still unsolved, unless additional tools are used, which violate the constraints of the straightedge and compass framework
since they take explicit distance measures. We integrate our constructions in the context of a prototype system that supports the
interactive drawing of vector primitives on a surface represented with a high-resolution mesh.

1. Introduction
The ancient Greek mathematicians developed a set of geometric
techniques, which go under the name of straightedge and compass
constructions, to draw a number of planar geometric figures and
arrangements, involving straight lines, circles, and angles. The peculiar aspect of such constructions is that they do not require taking
any explicit measure. More formally, the only permissible constructions are those granted by Euclid’s first three postulates, and they
are based on two ideal tools: the straightedge, which can be positioned between any two points and extended indefinitely in both
directions; and the compass, which can trace circles of any radius
by starting with its needle and pencil points at two given points in
the plane. Besides, all points of intersection between straight lines
and circles drawn with such tools can be found.
The straightedge and compass constructions can be used to define vector graphics in the plane. In fact, several graphics primitives
and constructions made available in the GUI of drawing systems
can be addressed with such basic tools. This work is part of our effort to bring vector graphics to the manifold domain, i.e., by assuming a surface as a canvas [MNPP21, NPP21]. Here, we investigate
to which extent the straightedge and compass constructions can be
ported to the manifold setting, by using equivalent tools.
On a surface, a geodesic line is the counterpart of a straight line
in the plane; and a geodesic circle is defined as an isoline of the
distance field from a given point. Similarly to the Euclidean case,
we will take for granted that the shortest geodesic connecting two
points on a surface can be found and extended indefinitely on both
sides; that the isoline of the distance field from a point and passing through another point can be traced; and that the intersections
between any two such curves can be found.

The main challenge here is that constructions in the Euclidean
context rely on geometric properties that no longer hold in the
geodesic metric. In fact, even the basic properties of straight lines
and circles do not hold on a surface without additional conditions.
For instance, a long-enough geodesic line may self-intersect; there
might exist infinitely many geodesic segments of different lengths
joining two distinct points; and even the shortest geodesic segment
between a pair of points might not be unique. Similar issues arise
for circles: a generic isoline of the distance field from a point is
guaranteed neither to be homeomorphic to a standard circle, nor
to be smooth at all points; and equal angles at the center do not
intercept equal chords or arcs on the circle.
Nonetheless, geodesic line segments and circles are somehow
well-behaved as long as they the are “small enough”. In particular, we will restrict our study to constructions that occur inside a
strongly convex region (see Sec. 3 for a formal definition). Note
that, differently from the Euclidean case, convex sets on a manifold
cannot be too big; in particular, they cannot cross the cut locus of
anyone of their points. Inside convex regions, geodesic lines and
circles are smooth and behave like in the Euclidean plane from a
topological point of view, i.e., in the way they intersect.
Even in this favorable case, most metric properties, which are
crucial for the straightedge and compass constructions, are lost.
In Sec. 4, a quick review of the main constructions reveals that
most of them fail, or produce limited results, once they are lifted
to the manifold setting. In order to overcome such limitations, we
resort to additional tools, such as the square set to trace perpendicular lines, and the composition of distance fields to trace further
isolines, which are neither geodesics, nor arcs of circles, but have
some of their properties in the Euclidean case.
Our extended set of tools is sufficient to support efficiently most
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constructions necessary to create vector graphics on surfaces. On
this basis, we have implemented a first prototype system, which we
demonstrate in Sec. 5.

2. Related work
The straightedge and compass constructions rely on basic theorems
of the Euclidean geometry, which relate lengths and angles. If one
tries to find similar relations on a manifold surface, then curvature must be taken into account. This subject was thoroughly investigated during the last two centuries, in the context of the theory of intrinsic geometry of surfaces. To the best of our knowledge, Rodrigues was the first mathematician to address the problem [Rod16], using a spherical mapping to study the ratio of the
areas of corresponding surfaces. His work provides the first definition of intrinsic curvature, as formalized later by Gauss in his
Theorema Egregium in 1827. Many results followed, which compare the geometry of a general manifold with that of a model space
with constant curvature. See [CE75, Cha06] for a comprehensive
account on the subject.
Referring just to cases addressed in this paper, a corollary of
the Gauss-Bonnet theorem relates the internal angles of a geodesic
polygon to the curvature of the region it encloses. Such result explains the challenge in defining an isosceles geodesic triangle (see
Section 4.7) and, more in general, in addressing constructions that
require geodesic lines of given lengths and forming given angles.
Alexandrov investigated thoroughly the relations between quantities measured on a surface with their counterpart on surfaces with
constant curvature (a.k.a. CAT – Cartan-Alexandrov-Topogonov –
spaces) [Ale48]. In a nutshell, it turns out that geodesic lines, which
are cast from a common source along different directions, tend to
converge if the curvature of the space is positive, and to diverge
if it is negative. Based upon these facts, many comparison theorems involving Alexandrov and CAT spaces have been proposed
in the literature. See [AKP19] for a recent account on this subject;
interestingly enough, the title of the chapter addressing geodesic
triangles is The ghost of Euclid.
The literature concerning tools for geodesic computations is vast
and has been recently surveyed in [CLPQ20]. The specific methods
we rely on are summarized in Sec. 5.

3. The geodesic arsenal

Figure 1: The cut locus (in red) of a point p (in blue) on a Torus
(front and back view. The convex ball centered at p (in green) cannot cross the outer equator, since otherwise it would contain pairs
of points that are connected by a geodesic that do not belong to the
ball. The cut locus has been computed with the method proposed
in [MLP21].

p and q in U there exists a unique shortest geodesic path γ pq connecting p to q in S which is entirely contained in U, and moreover
this property holds also for every open ball contained in U. By definition, a convex set U cannot extend beyond a maximal normal
ball centered at any of its points. Figure 1 shows an example of cut
locus of a point and a strongly convex ball centered at that point.
Geodesic curves can be also characterized by their straightness.
In order to assess the curvature of lines in the intrinsic geometry
of S, one needs to introduce the covariant derivative, which we
omit here for brevity. Intuitively, from an extrinsic point of view, a
geodesic curve γ does not make any further turn except the strictly
necessary to follow the curvature of S: it turns with S, but it does
not turn on S. Thus, geodesics play the role of straight lines on S.
Similarly to straight lines in Euclidean space, a geodesic curve
may extend indefinitely and is completely defined by a point p and
its tangent vector in the tangent plane Tp S at p. The exponential
map exp p : Tp S −→ S maps vectors of the tangent plane to points
on the surface, where point exp p (t) is defined as the other endpoint
of the geodesic path traced from p in the direction of t for length
|t|. In general, the exponential map is not injective; the injectivity
radius of p is the maximum radius r p such that exp p (t) is invertible
at all t ∈ Tp S such that |t| < r p .
Let γ and γ0 be two geodesics having a common endpoint at p;
the angle between them at p is defined from their tangent directions
in the tangent plane Tp S. See Fig. 2 for an example.

Definitions. Let S be a smooth surface embedded in R3 . The embedding induces a Riemannian metric, defining the length L(γ) of
any curve γ on S. The geodesic distance d(p, q) between two points
p, q ∈ S is the infimum of length L over all curves γ having their
endpoints at p and q; one such curve γ pq satisfying L(γ pq ) = d(p, q)
is called a shortest geodesic path between p and q.

From now on, we will assume that all our constructions will be
contained in a strongly convex ball.

A shortest geodesic path may not be unique. The cut locus of a
point p is defined as the closure of the set of points that can be connected with p with more than one minimal geodesic; the injectivity
radius r p is in fact the distance of p from its cut locus. A normal
ball centered at p is a ball that does not intersect the cut locus of p.
A set U ⊂ S is said to be strongly convex if for each pair of points

• Shortest-path: given points p, q ∈ S, return the shortest geodesic
path γ pq connecting them;
• Tangent: given a curve γ on S and one of its points p, return the
direction t ∈ Tp S tangent to γ at p;
• Geodesic-tracing: given point p ∈ S and a tangent direction t ∈
Tp S, trace a geodesic through p and tangent to t at p;

Geodesic tools. We will assume that the following primitives
for geodesic computations are available. Their implementation is
briefly addressed in Sec.5.
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that: any geodesic line will not self-intersect and will be the unique
shortest geodesic between its endpoints; any geodesic circle will be
homeomorphic to the standard circle; two geodesic lines either do
not intersect or intersect at a single point; a line and a circle, or two
circles, either do not intersect, or are tangent at one point, or intersect at exactly two points. Fig. 3 show the five basic constructions
in the manifold setting.
There exist many straightedge and compass constructions in the
Euclidean setting. We review just a few of them, analyzing the
problems that hinder their direct extension to the manifold setting.
Figure 2: Two geodesic lines γ and γ0 intersecting at point x ∈ S
form an angle defined by their tangents at x on the tangent plane
Tx S (red and blue arrows).

• Distance-field: given x ∈ S, compute the field dx : S −→ R where
dx (y) := d(x, y);
• Isoline: given field d p and a point q ∈ S return the isoline of d p
that goes through q;
• Intersect: given any two lines on S, not necessarily geodesic,
return their intersections.
Note that Shortest-path only allows us to trace segments between two endpoints. However, once we have one such segment,
the joint use of Tangent and Geodesic-tracing allows us to extend
it indefinitely from both sides. We thus define the derived operation
Geodesic-line that traces an arbitrarily long line through a and b.
The Geodesic-line generalizes the straightedge to the manifold setting. Likewise, the joint use of the Distance-field and Isoline primitives allows us to obtain the derived operation Geodesic-compass,
which generalizes the compass.
Note that, the Tangent and Geodesic-tracing operators allow us
to bring directions from the surface to the tangent plane, and, in
the opposite direction, straight lines from the tangent plane to the
surface; this will allow us to directly exploit local constructions
about angles in the Euclidean setting.
Conversely, the Distance-field alone does not belong to the
straightedge and compass framework. On the other hand, since
the Distance-field is anyhow necessary to implement the Geodesiccompass, we will use it directly to address constructions where the
basic tools fail, without taking explicit measures though.

4.1. Copying, adding and subtracting segments
Given a line segment ab in the plane and a line
b
` through another point c, find a point d on `
a
such that ab and cd have the same length. In
d
the plane, the aperture of the compass is taken c
at ab, then the needle point is placed at c and a circle is traced; point
d is taken as any of the two intersections of the circle with line `.
Notice that we are assuming a non collapsible compass here; it can
be shown that the same result can be achieved with a collapsible
compass, through a more involved procedure though.
Given two line segments ab and cd in the
x
d
plane, extend ab at b for a length equal to cd. In c
b
the plane, segment ab is extended to a line with
a
the straightedge; the aperture of the compass is
taken at cd and a circle is traced by placing the needle point at b;
the intersection x of this circle with the line is taken, which lies on
the opposite side of a wrt b; line segment ax is the result.
Given two line segments ab and cd in the
d
b
plane, assuming that ab is longer than cd, c
shorten ab at b by the length of cd. In the plane,
a x
the aperture of the compass is taken at cd and a circle is traced by
placing the needle point at b; the intersection x of this circle with
ab is taken; line segment ax is the result.
All three constructions can be successfully ported to the manifold setting in a straightforward way, by means of the basic constructions, as described in the previous section. In this case, everything works fine because we are addressing just distances and
collinearity, whose properties are preserved in the manifold setting.
4.2. Operations with angles

4. Most used straightedge and compass constructions
Straightedge and compass constructions consist of iteratively applying the following five basic constructions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

creating the line through two existing points;
creating the circle through one point with center another point;
finding the intersection point of two existing, non-parallel lines;
finding the intersection points of a line and a circle;
finding the intersection points of two circles.

We address the above constructions in the manifold setting by
means of Geodesic-line (1); Geodesic compass (2); and Intersect
(3, 4, 5). Note that, within a strongly convex set U, it is guaranteed
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In the plane, an angle is defined by two half-lines `a and `b incident
at a point x, which can be built with the straightedge, given two
points a and b lying on them, respectively.
In the plane, an angle can be bisected as
a
follows. Place the needle point of the comp
y
pass at x, trace any circle and let p and q
be its intersections with `a and `b . Place the x
q
needle point at p, and next at q, with aperb
ture pq trace other two circles; let y be any of their two intersection
points. The line `y through x and y bisects the angle at x. An additional property of the bisector is that all its points are equidistant
from `a and `b .
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D(p, q)

D(p, q0 )

q1
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q

pq

<latexit sha1_base64="iYsstCo2UyjbonOxAofwkaLQIHc=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="f9e3Esu8MZ4ndF63mAM/RB8O0CY=">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</latexit>

p0

q1

0

<latexit sha1_base64="NBl44HBSVH2DUufjqsG0wKzP51U=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="wqYrlHDX1O3cfCb4IBLB5pR4peY=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="m4TYvLHoqU2NgDW4CIRjEc0Lmrk=">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</latexit>

p1

<latexit sha1_base64="fH1/aqJta9EtsAOW35wDS8s41hc=">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</latexit>

D(p0 , q0 )

q0

p

q0
<latexit sha1_base64="9JrtAMQG/0JrIVaeH2sAaVglnAQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="MynrlXZWnoqAARrBQcSKdb+i2iA=">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</latexit>

D(p1 , q1 )

<latexit sha1_base64="9JrtAMQG/0JrIVaeH2sAaVglnAQ=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ndSIdQHk6ATohGaIc5Iq2eNYJ3s=">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</latexit>

1.

2.

3.

4.

<latexit sha1_base64="wqYrlHDX1O3cfCb4IBLB5pR4peY=">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</latexit>

5.

Figure 3: The five basic constructions on a sphere. The black curves are geodesic lines, while the curves in magenta are geodesic circles. We
denote with D(p, q) the geodesic circle centered at point p and passing through point q.

c
<latexit sha1_base64="yJ+RaIIzE8reoRTwg21hnGXLsEM=">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</latexit>

p

<latexit sha1_base64="m4TYvLHoqU2NgDW4CIRjEc0Lmrk=">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</latexit>

a
<latexit sha1_base64="QppE0DdS+mKrceZQr2QPS57rA3Q=">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</latexit>

x
<latexit sha1_base64="KwAHQNypQXwwlg5JLtWlif5wjn8=">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</latexit>

q
<latexit sha1_base64="iYsstCo2UyjbonOxAofwkaLQIHc=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="P6ufsSs4L0l70kwxmUUMFzgI+e8=">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</latexit>

b
<latexit sha1_base64="rykCxmYp6f+ZEIoTHkBYwAiV+CA=">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</latexit>

a
y
<latexit sha1_base64="QppE0DdS+mKrceZQr2QPS57rA3Q=">AAACmHicZVFLb9NAEN6YVwmPtnCDi4UvCJXIDkj0GBUk4BDRItJWylrRejN2VtmHtTtuhbY+cOYKP45/wzrkgNs57H77zWu/maKWwmGa/hlEt27fuXtv5/7wwcNHj3f39p+cOtNYDjNupLHnBXMghYYZCpRwXltgqpBwVqzfd/6zC7BOGP0Nv9eQK1ZpUQrOMFAnbLGXpKN0Y/FNkG1BQrZ2vNgf/KBLwxsFGrlkzs2ztMbcM4uCS2iHQ9o4qBlfswo8U04xXB2EuzQaXd89b7A8zL3QdYOgeefUcMmNUkwv6dR72iVzJuNp2/Z8Fhza+Tj3fhjHVEKJI7oGq19T3Ui5DONQAoPs0AjiEJJk3Ukv6hXTaJSnhaiu2g1nRbXCq4VPxpt31+gDBGUWpqH5lxosQ2NfecpspYRug9KKHnSop7T7KRojXZ8uChXK/q+5ZrYUUuY+ALcW9bUyjURhzWVgHYRt6gpXnoZQoZdh4q0Pw27D0rLrK7oJTsej7M1ofPI2mRxt17dDnpMX5CXJyDsyIZ/IMZkRToD8JL/I7+hZNIk+Rp//hUaDbc5T0rPo618F28xA</latexit>

y

x
<latexit sha1_base64="KwAHQNypQXwwlg5JLtWlif5wjn8=">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</latexit>

a

x

<latexit sha1_base64="QppE0DdS+mKrceZQr2QPS57rA3Q=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="KwAHQNypQXwwlg5JLtWlif5wjn8=">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</latexit>

b
<latexit sha1_base64="rykCxmYp6f+ZEIoTHkBYwAiV+CA=">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</latexit>

a x
<latexit sha1_base64="QppE0DdS+mKrceZQr2QPS57rA3Q=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="KwAHQNypQXwwlg5JLtWlif5wjn8=">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</latexit>

b

a x
<latexit sha1_base64="KwAHQNypQXwwlg5JLtWlif5wjn8=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="QppE0DdS+mKrceZQr2QPS57rA3Q=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="rykCxmYp6f+ZEIoTHkBYwAiV+CA=">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</latexit>

bb
<latexit sha1_base64="rykCxmYp6f+ZEIoTHkBYwAiV+CA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="rykCxmYp6f+ZEIoTHkBYwAiV+CA=">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</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="P6ufsSs4L0l70kwxmUUMFzgI+e8=">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</latexit>

b
<latexit sha1_base64="rykCxmYp6f+ZEIoTHkBYwAiV+CA=">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</latexit>

d
<latexit sha1_base64="Dx5O3vZSyZuXPHMIbzFVzX23qlI=">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</latexit>

a)

Figure 4: The bisection of an angle axb by reproducing the Euclidean construction (left); and by tracing a geodesic with initial
tangent vector mathb f tx obtained with the Euclidean construction
in the tangent plane Tx S (right). In the first case, the green line γxy
does not have any of the properties of a Euclidean bisector. In the
second case, the angle at x is truly bisected, but the points of γxy
are not equidistant from lines γxa and γxb , and γxy may eventually
intersect one of them.

This construction fails in the manifold setting: neither the
geodesic line through x and y bisects the angle at x, nor its points are
equidistant from the input lines. We can resort to operators Tangent
and Geodesic-tracing to find a geodesic line that bisects the angle.
Given lines γxa and γxb intersecting at x, find their tangent vectors
ta and tb at x. Extend such vectors to lines in the tangent plane,
and use the Euclidean construction to find line `y as above; let ty
be its direction at x. Trace geodesic line γxy through x and along
direction ty . The resulting line bisects the angle in the sense that the
angles formed by its tangent at x and the tangents of the two input
lines at x are equal, by construction. However, similarly to the previous case, its points will not have the equidistance property from
the input lines. In fact, the locus of equidistant points from the two
lines is not a geodesic line in general, and finding it is beyond the
scope of this paper, as it requires using the distance fields from γxa
and γxb , while we limit our distance fields to have their sources at
single points. Fig. 4 shows results obtained with the two methods.
A number of other constructions deal with operations on angles,
such as copying an angle to another place, adding or subtracting angles, or creating angles of a few specified amplitudes, namely π/2,
π/3, π/4, π/6. These problems are somehow local to the point x at
the tip of the angle, and can be addressed in the manifold setting
in a straightforward way, by finding the tangents of the geodesic
lines that define the angles at play, resolving the Euclidean con-

b)

c)

Figure 5: The bisector of a geodesic segment computed by reproducing the Euclidean construction (a); by the zero isoline of
the difference of distance fields from a and b (b); and by tracing a
geodesic from the midpoint of the segment (obtained as in b) along
the orthogonal direction computed in the tangent plane Tx S (c).
Only the third construction gives a geodesic line orthogonal to ab
and through its midpoint.

struction in the tangent plane, and using the resulting directions to
trace geodesics back to the surface S. For this reason, we do not
analyze such constructions in detail.
4.3. Line segment bisector and midpoint
In the plane, the bisector is constructed as
c
follows. Given points a, b ∈ R2 , first use the
b
straightedge to trace the straight-line segment
x
joining them. Then place the needle point of
a
the compass at a and the pencil point at b and
trace a circle; repeat the same operation with
d
needle at b and pencil at a. Let c, d be the intersection points of the two circles; use the straightedge to trace
segment cd. In the Euclidean setting, the straight line line through
c, d intersects segment ab orthogonally and at its midpoint x; this
is also the locus of points that have equal distance from a and b.
The construction above fails miserably in the manifold setting. If
we use Geodesic-line and Geodesic-compass to obtain points c, d
and connect them as above, and we use Intersect to compute the
intersection x of the two geodesic paths γab and γcd , then in general
x will not be the midpoint of γab and the two paths will not be
orthogonal at x. Concerning distances, we only know that c and d
are equidistant from a and b, but distances can be different at all
other points of γcd .
In order to overcome this limitation, we resort to our additional
© 2021 The Author(s)
Eurographics Proceedings © 2021 The Eurographics Association.
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Figure 6: Circle through three points a, b, c. Left: A straightforward
reproduction of the Euclidean construction fails because the intersection of the two green lines is not equidistant from a, b, c; a similar failure would occur when intersecting lines from the construction of Fig.5(c). Right: The intersection of curves obtained with the
construction of 5(b) gives the correct center of the geodesic circle.

Figure 7: Left: Perpendicular to line γ through point x computed
by placing the square set at x: the tangent direction tx in Tx S is
obtained with the Euclidean construction starting at the tangent of
γ in Tx S. Right: Line tangent to a circle centered at x and through a:
the square set is placed at a and oriented according to the tangent
of γxa at a.

tools. Let da , db be the two distance fields with sources at a and b,
respectively. Compute the difference field dab = da − db ; the two
points c and d belong to the zero isoline of this field. If we extract
the Isoline through c of dab , the resulting line γ⊥
ab will intersect γab
at its midpoint x, which can be found with Intersect. It can be easily
seen that γ⊥
ab and γab intersect orthogonally at x. Besides, all points
of γ⊥
are
equidistant
from a and b, by construction. However, γ⊥
ab
ab
is not a geodesic line, hence not straight in the manifold sense.

This construction relies on the fact that all points on a bisector
are equidistant from the endpoints of the input segment, a property
which is not fulfilled in the manifold case when the bisector is a
straight line. However, if the two bisectors are obtained as isolines
of the difference distance field, as described above, then their intersection will indeed be equidistant from the three points, hence
we can use it as the center for a geodesic circle through them. See
Fig. 6 for a comparison of the two approaches.

If we want to obtain a geodesic line that intersects orthogonally
γab at its midpoint, we have to give up equidistance from a and b
at all points, and we need a further construction. We first compute
the Tangent tx of γab at x; this tangent defines a line ` in the tangent
plane Tx S. We use the Euclidean construction to find the line `⊥
through x and orthogonal to ` in Tx S, as follows: first place the
needle of the compass at x and trace a circle; let p and q be the
intersections of such circle with `; next find `⊥ as the perpendicular
bisector of segment pq. Let t ⊥ be the direction of `⊥ in Tx S, use
Geodesic-tracing to draw a geodesic line from x in direction t ⊥ on
S. The resulting line is the desired result.
Fig. 5 shows results obtained with the three different methods.
The Square-set as a derived operator. Given any curve γ and a
point x on it, the following construction can be used to obtain a
geodesic line intersecting γ at x orthogonally: find the tangent of
γ at x; find its orthogonal direction in the tangent plane as above;
and finally trace the geodesic through x along such direction. This
procedure implements a further operation that we call Square-set,
which will be used as an atomic operation in the following.
4.4. Circle through three non-collinear points
In the plane, given three non-collinear
b
points a, b, c, this construction can be done
by first computing the perpendicular biseco
tors of segment ab and bc; then intersect- a
ing such two bisectors at point o; and finally
c
tracing the circle centered at o and through
a (and, consequently, through b and c). The same procedure trivially gives the circle circumscribed to a triangle abc.
© 2021 The Author(s)
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4.5. Perpendicular to a line at a point
In the plane, let ` be a line and x a point on
it, we want to find a line through x and orthogonal to `. To this aim, it is sufficient to
trace any circle centered at x, finding its intersections a, b with `, and then finding the
bisector of line segment ab.

c
b
x
a

d
While this construction can be used in
the manifold setting too, by resorting to the
construction described in Sec. 4.3, it is easier here to use the
Square-set, placing it at x and orienting it according to the tangent
of the support line at x.

The same construction can be used to find the tangent at a point
a to a circle centered at x and through a. This is in fact the perpendicular to segment ax and passing through a. Fig. 7 shows both
such constructions.
4.6. Perpendicular to a line through a point not on the line
In this case, point x lies outside ` and we
x
are again asked to find the perpendicular to
` through x. In the plane, we also trace a
b
circle centered at x, with an aperture larger
than its distance from `; we find the intera
section points a, b of this circle with ` and
y
we trace other two circles centered at a and
b with the same aperture; by construction,
such circles intersect at x and at another point y; segment xy is orthogonal to `.
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Unfortunately, this construction cannot be used in the geodesic
setting, because the orthogonal projection of a point x onto a
geodesic γ will not be the midpoint of a segment intercepted on
γ with a circle centered at x. We rather have to define the problem
in terms of distances, as finding the point z on γ that minimizes
the distance from x. If we could find z, there is guarantee that the
geodesic path γxz meets γ orthogonally at z, because it is a radial
path of the circle centered at x and tangent to γ. But finding z seems
not possible without taking any measure. One possible workaround,
which however violates the rules of the straightedge and compass
framework, is to restrict the distance field dx to γ and finding its
minimum along it.
A similar problem, which poses the same challenge, is mirroring
a point x about a line not containing it. Once we have found the
perpendicular from x to the line, it is sufficient to trace a circle
centered at the projection z of z with aperture xz and then find the
intersection between such circle and the geodesic line extending xz.

4.7. Triangles
A triangle can be copied to another place c
b
with the same construction, both in the
c'
planar and in the manifold setting. Let abc
a
0
be a triangle, ` a line and a a point on
`. We want to copy the triangle in such a
a'
b'
way that a goes to a0 , b goes to a point b0
on `, and c is placed at a point c0 accordingly. We first draw a circle with amplitude ab centered at a0 and we select a point b0 as
one of the two intersections of the circle with line `. Next we trace
two more circles, one with amplitude ac centered at a0 and another
with amplitude bc centered at b0 ; we select point c0 as one of the
intersections of such two circles. In the manifold setting, the result is a triangle with edges of the same length of abc, but nothing
can be said about its angles. Moving a triangle while preserving
the amplitude of its angles is inherently impossible in general, for
consequences of the Gauss-Bonnet theorem.
Creating an equilateral triangle is among the simplest constructions: given an edge ab, intersect the two circles with radius ab and
centered at a and b, respectively. Any of their two intersections can
be chosen as the third vertex c of the triangle. The same procedure
works in the manifold setting too, if we aim at obtaining a triangle with three edges of the same length. This does not guarantee
any other of the properties of the equilateral triangles, e.g., having
three equal angles, having three equal heights that bisect the angles
and bisect the edges, etc. Constructions fulfilling even one of such
requirements seem not easy to obtain in the manifold setting.
Likewise, it is easy to build an isoscec
les triangle on a basis ab with the diagonal
edges of a given length (transferred with the
compass from some given segment). Alter- a
b
natively, one can build an isosceles triangle
c
of a given height, by first constructing the
perpendicular bisector of ab and then transferring the height on it with the compass.
b
Both such constructions work to some ex- a
tent in the manifold setting, too. However, the first construction will

c
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c)

Figure 8: Equilateral triangle (a) and isosceles triangle obtained
by reproducing the Euclidean construction have three/two edges of
the same length (b). A triangle with vertex c lying on the perpendicular bisector of the basis ab does not have any property in terms
of either edge or angle equalities (c).

not warrant anything about either equality of the angles at the basis, or the height from c to bisect ab. While the second construction
will just warrant the latter property, but neither that the diagonal
edges, nor that the angles at the basis are equal. In our GUI, we
implement a more practical, yet equivalent, variant of the first construction: we consider the Isoline of points equidistant from a and
b, as in Section 4.3, and we let the user choose the length of the
sides by dragging point c along such bisector.
Figure 8 shows examples of triangles on a surface, obtained with
the constructions described above.
The examples above demonstrate that when we deal with some
regular figure in the manifold setting, we cannot ask it to fulfill all
properties such regular figure has in the planar setting together. We
usually can ask it to have at most one property at a time, and the
construction and the result will be different depending on which
property we aim at fulfilling. More than that, it is not always clear
if and how some such properties can be obtained with a geometric
construction.
4.8. Squares and rectangles
A square can be built from one d
c d
c
of its edges ab as follows. A line
perpendicular to ab and through
a is built first, as described in
Sec. 4.5. Then the the length of a
b a
b
ab is transferred to segment ad on
such a line by placing the needle point of the compass at a. Finally,
the needle point of the compass is placed at b and next at d with the
same aperture ab, and the intersection c of the two circles gives the
last vertex of square abcd.
This same construction works in the manifold setting too. However, the resulting polygon will have four edges of equal length, but
only angle dab is guaranteed to be a square angle. An alternative
construction consists of tracing perpendicular lines at both a and b,
transferring the length of ab on both of them, and connecting the
points c and d obtained in this way. In this case, in the manifold setting we obtain a quadrilateral with three edges of the same length,
namely ab, ad and bc, and two right angles dab and abc; but noth© 2021 The Author(s)
Eurographics Proceedings © 2021 The Eurographics Association.
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k: given a circle, the length of the edge of a k-gon is obtained first,
which is then transferred repeatedly to the circle, and the dots are
eventually connected. All such constructions are based on the fact
that angles at the circle’s center of equal width define arcs of equal
length and chords of equal length.
d

c

𝛾'
a

𝛾

b

(a)

d

c

𝛾'

𝛾"

a

𝛾

b

(b)

d

c

a

b

(c)

Figure 9: Rectangles obtained with different constructions: by
tracing two perpendicular lines γ and γ0 intersecting at a and tracing opposite sides of the same length (a); by tracing two lines γ0
and γ00 perpendicular to γ at a and b and setting points d and c
on γ0 and γ00 at equal distance from a and b, respectively (b); by
tracing the diagonal ac, transferring angle bac to acd and tracing
two lines perpendicular to ab and cd at a and c, respectively (c).

ing can be said about the length of edge cd and the amplitude of
angles at c and d.
The same constructions apply to draw a rectangle, except that the
aperture of the compass to obtain the vertical edges can be different
than the length of ab. The outcome in the manifold setting has the
analogous (lack of) properties.
We describe a third construction,
d
c
which is more appropriate to the GUI
of drawing systems. Given a basis line
` and a point a lying on it, a diagonal
segment ac is traced first. Then the ana
b
gle between such segment and line ` is
0
transferred at c, as described in Sec. 4.2, to obtain a line ` parallel
to `. Finally, two lines are traced through a and c, which are perpendicular to ` and `0 , respectively. The intersections of such lines
with the first two lines give the other two vertices b and d of the
rectangle. This construction applies to the manifold setting, too, by
copying the angle in the tangent planes and using the square set to
trace perpendicular lines. However, the resulting quadrilateral has
two square angles at a and c, but nothing can be said on the amplitude of the other two angles, and opposite edges are not congruent
in general. A number of other constructions can be devised, which
are all equivalent in the Euclidean setting, while none of them can
warrant congruent opposite edges and four right angles. Each such
construction privileges some of the properties of rectangles, at the
expense of others.
Fig. 9 shows examples of rectangles on a surface, obtained with
the constructions described above.
4.9. Regular polygons
The limitations about regularity are even more evident for polygons with more edges. In the Euclidean setting, straightedge and
compass constructions of a k-gon are known for several values of
© 2021 The Author(s)
Eurographics Proceedings © 2021 The Eurographics Association.

All these constructions fail in the manifold setting, because the
relations between the amplitude of angles and the lengths of arcs
and chords no longer hold. More specifically, for no value of k it is
clear how to find a radius of the geodesic compass, such that if that
distance is transferred to a geodesic circle k times then the polygon
closes correctly. The following approximations is possible with the
tools in our arsenal, though. Define θk to be 2π
k : this angle can be
found with straightedge and compass construction in the plane for
several values of, k, then transferred to the surface as in Sec. 4.2;
next transport such angle k− times to the tangent plane of the center
c of a given circle; trace the geodesics along the directions defining
the transported angles, until intersecting the circle; join the consecutive intersections with geodesic lines. The resulting polygon has
equal angles at the center, but in general it neither has equal edges,
nor equal internal angles; and his vertices do not define equal arcs
on the circle.
More in general, when defining the counterpart of a regular polygon on a manifold, we need to clarify which properties such polygon should have. It is not clear whether a k-gon with equal sides and
equal angles is even possible in the general case, due to the curvature of the internal region. While a polygon with equal sides and
all its vertices of a geodesic circle is well defined, its construction
seems not trivial and not possible with our arsenal. Even a simple construction that splits a circle into k arcs of equal length and
then connects the dots requires measuring distances in the manifold
case, thus breaking the constraints of the straightedge and compass
framework.

4.10. Parallel lines
There are a number of constructions in the plane that deal with parallel lines. As a matter of fact, the concept itself of parallel lines
is ill-defined in the manifold setting. Given a point on x ∈ S and a
direction tx on its tangent plane, e.g., the tangent of a geodesic line
γx through x, this direction can be transported to a “parallel” direction ty lying in the tangent plane of any other point y ∈ S. This is
done via parallel transport, a fairly complex differential geometry
operation that we have not considered in our preliminaries. Once
ty is given, we could trace the geodesic through y tangent to ty and
considering it a “parallel” to γx . The trouble here is that the direction ty will be different depending both on the starting point x that
we select on γx , and on the trajectory that we choose to transport tx .
Therefore, the result is not unique and it is somehow arbitrary.
A straightforward possibility it to take a reference line γ and define a bundle of “parallel” lines as all those lines that intersect γ
with a given angle. Given points x0 , . . . , xn along γ and the reference angle, it is possible to use the construction in Sec.4.2 to trace
such parallel lines through the points xi .
Because of all such considerations, we leave a more thorough
study of parallel lines to the manifold setting as future work.
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Figure 10: The graphical user interface of our prototype system, with some geometric constructions obtained interactively on a meshes
consisting of 1M triangles (left) and about 350K triangles (right).

4.11. More constructions
There are several other constructions that are easy in the plane,
while it is not clear how they can be done in the manifold case:
• Tangents to a circle through an external point: the construction in
the plane is based on the fact that an angle at the circumference in
a half circle measures π/2. As all constructions that relate angles
and lengths, this cannot be used in the manifold setting.
• Circle inscribed in a triangle: the construction in the plane is
based on the fact that all points in the bisectors of angles are
equidistant from the edges. This is no longer true in the manifold
case. On the other hand, it is not clear how the locus of points
that are equidistant from two edges – which is not a geodesic line
in general – can be constructed, unless the distance fields from
the edges are available (see also the discussion in Sec. 4.2).
5. Implementation
All the constructions described in the previous section, which apply
to the manifold setting, have been implemented by means of the
primitives defined in Sec. 3 and included in a prototype system,
which supports their interactive usage on high resolution meshes.
Note that, on a mesh M, any line is approximated with a polyline
containing one segment per crossed triangle. The primitives have
been implemented on top of a light data structure encoding meshes
[PNC19], as follows:
• Shortest-path: We use a variation of the algorithm proposed in
[XW07]. The main feature of our method lies in its efficiency in
computing the initial guess: we extract a strip of triangles connecting the endpoints by navigating a dual graph on the mesh.
The navigation of such graph is optimized using well known
heuristics such as SLF and LLL [Ber98]. All the details about
the implementation and comparisons with state-of-the-art methods can be found in [MNPP21].

• Tangent: This is trivial if a point p lies inside a triangle, since the
plane containing the triangle coincides with the tangent plane. If
p lies on an edge, it is sufficient to unfold the incident triangles,
and compute a discrete approximation of the tangent at p of a
polyline consisting of two consecutive segments. If p is a vertex,
then the total angle about p on M is rescaled to 2π to map the
1-ring of p to the tangent plane; then the segments crossing the
triangles incident at p are mapped accordingly, and the same discrete approximation is applied; the resulting direction is pulled
back to the mesh by an inverse rescaling of angles.
• Geodesic-tracing: We apply a straightforward implementation
of the straightest geodesics described in [PS98]. In practice, we
propagate a geodesic line across an edge e by flattening the two
triangles incident at e; and across a vertex v by rescaling its 1ring to the tangent plane, as above, and extending the incoming
direction on a straight trajectory with respect to such plane.
• Distance-field: We rely on a very efficient graph-based solver
described in [NPP21], which computes the distance field at all
vertices of M, or on the vertices of a desired region of interest.
• Isoline: We linearly interpolate a field inside each triangle of M.
For each triangle t, which crosses a given isovalue, the segment
of isoline crossing t is computed independently.
• Intersect: Lines on M are encoded as paths, each consisting of
a strip of triangles containing the line, together with parametric
coordinates on each edge crossing the strip, which are used to
encode the intersection points. Intersections between a pair of
lines can be found in linear time in the total number of triangles
in the corresponding paths. Each triangle intersecting one of the
paths is assigned a unique tag; next the triangles forming the
other path are scanned, and intersections are computed at tagged
triangles.
Our implementation can support interactive times on meshes up
to millions of triangles. All primitive operations and constructions
are supported via intuitive click-and-drag, which mimic the behav© 2021 The Author(s)
Eurographics Proceedings © 2021 The Eurographics Association.
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length or with given tangent directions. Computing such lines entails investigating Jacobi fields [PHD∗ 10, Le 19] and related optimization problems.

Figure 11: Left: two straightest geodesics intersecting in more than
one point. Right: a geodesic circle with a radius greater than the
injectivity radius of its center is not diffeomorphic to its Euclidean
counterpart. The cusps (bottom) arise at the intersections of the
circle with the cut locus of its center.

A further challenge is extending our primitives to work on large
non-convex regions of the surface. In fact, even basic properties
of lines and circles are lost outside strongly convex regions, thus
bringing further issues. For example, geodesic lines could intersect
in more than one point, as shown in Figure 11, left. Similarly, since
circles has been defined as isolines of geodesic distance fields, beyond the cut loci of their centers they will no longer be diffeomorphic to their Euclidean counterparts (Figure 11,right). Some operations, including all primitives that can be computed with distance
fields, as well as an extension of Bézier surfaces, have been addressed already in [MNPP21, NPP21]. We plan to address the remaining issues in our future work.
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